
Year 5, week 7, English and day 5

Mild Spelling

To practise spelling rules

Task 1: Learn the spellings below.

Look Cover Write Check
spare
scare                                              
glare                                              
fare                                               
care                                          
 

Task 2: Pyramid power

Sort a given group of words into a list from easiest to hardest. Write the easiest once in the 
middle at the top of the page, the next easiest twice underneath, third easiest three times 
below that etc so forming a pyramid.

Task 3: Write 5 sentences in your home learning book using the word correctly

Task 4: Spelling pattern – split digraph u–e

There are five split digraphs; a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e and u-e. 

Today we are going to focus on the u–e split digraph. 

A few words spell the long /u/ sound is by adding the letter e to the end of the word. 

Examples: tune, fuse, pure, tube

Write 4 sentences using words with the split digraph u–e.



Year 5, week 7, English and day 5

Spicy Spelling

To practise spelling rules

Task 1: Learn the spellings below.

Look Cover Write Check
enough                                               
watch                                               
really                                               
almost                                              
mountains                                           
persuade                                             
physical                                              
prejudice                                             
profession                                            
programme                                           

Task 2: Pyramid power

Sort a given group of words into a list from easiest to hardest. Write the easiest once in the 
middle at the top of the page, the next easiest twice underneath, third easiest three times 
below that etc so forming a pyramid.

Task 3 : Write 5 sentences using the word correctly

Task 4: Spelling rule - Homophones

compliment/complement
descent/dissent
desert/dessert
draft/draught 
guessed/guest 
heard/herd 
led/lead
past/passed 

Choose 6 (3 pairs) of the words above. Find their definition and write sentences using the 
words.



Year 5, week 7, English and day 5

Hot Spelling

To practise spelling rules

Task 1: Learn the spellings below. 

Look Cover Write Check
nuisance                                             
occupy                                               
occur                                                
opportunity                                           
parliament                                            
persuade                                             
physical                                              
prejudice                                             
profession                                            
programme                                           

Task 2: Pyramid power

Sort a given group of words into a list from easiest to hardest. Write the easiest once in the 
middle at the top of the page, the next easiest twice underneath, third easiest three times 
below that etc so forming a pyramid.

Task 3: Write 5 sentences using the word correctly

Task 4: Spelling rule - Homophones

compliment/complement
descent/dissent
desert/dessert
draft/draught 
guessed/guest 
heard/herd 
led/lead
past/passed 

Choose 8 (4 pairs) of the words above. Find their definition and write sentences using the 
words.


